1* Introduction. In a recent paper [7] , Her stein and Small extended the classic result of Schur [5, p. 46 ] to matrices over i?-rings. These are rings for which every primitive image is artinian. This result states that for a square complex block matrix M = \ -n TΛ\, with A, B, C, D square of the same size such that AC -CA, then M is invertible exactly when Δ -DA -BC in invertible. This is a different but equivalent formulation of the problem as stated in [7] ,
The purpose of this note is to show that this result by Schur is basically a consequence of the local existence of the Drazin inverse [2] of the matrices A and C; that is, the strong-ττ-regularity of A and C [1] [4] . The proof of [7] was based on the fact that Schur's result for matrices over iϊ-rings is really equivalent to the corresponding result for matrices over simple artinian rings (which may be taken to be division rings). Since artinian rings with unity are noetherian [8] , p. 69, it follows that artinian rings with unity are strongly-π-regular, so that our local result extends the Schur theorem for artinian rings as proven in [7] .
The Drazin inverse a d of a ring element α, is the unique solution, if any, to the equations We shall assume familiarity with the properties of these inverses [4] [2] [6] and in particular with the fact that ac -ca=^ a
It is known that, unlike regularity and unit regularity, R 2X2 does 134 ROBERT E. HART WIG not inherit strong-regularity from R [9] [11]. It is not known however, whether the strong-77-regularity of R, or the related concept of finite regularity (ab -1 => ba = 1) is inherited by R 2X2 [10] . We shall use the notation °S and S° to indicate the right and left annihilators of S respectively, e.g., S° = {x e R; xs = 0, V s e S} .
For notational convenience we shall state our results in terms of rings R with unity, with the translation to matrices over R, being self evident. In particular aR + cR = R is equivalent to the 1x2 matrix [a, c] having a right inverse.
2* Preliminaries. The key to our main result are the following two lemmas. LEMMA 1. Let R be a ring with unity 1, and let e, f be commuting idempotents in R. 
Proof. The proof of (i)- which by Lemma 1 is equivalent to
Left-right symmetry now shows that (iii) is also equivalent to (v 
exist. If Δ = da -be, then: ( i ) Δ is left invertible <=> M is left invertible. (ii) M is right invertible *=> Δ is right invertible. (iii) M is invertible <=* Δ is invertible. (4)
Proof. Consider the matrix ( 5) za -bu
we may construct the matrices: (6) and ( By Lemma 2, applid to a and u, we see that
or equivalently
Hence, by (7), it follows that the matrix P =\ If in addition AA~ -1, then
and consequently M is also invertible. Conversely, suppose that MM' = I. Then because iV also has a right inverse, it follows that aR + uR = R .
Again by Lemma 2, applied to a and u, we may conclude that (9) holds so that P is invertible. Hence T = . J has a right inverse Γ~ = o g . Now TT~ = /=>7 = 0=>Jδ = l, and so zί has a right inverse. If in addition, M~~M -J, then T~T -I and hence again as 7 = 0, δJ = 1, completing the proof. 
